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We establish optimal uniform estimates in the maximum norm, for solutions of
Poisson’s equation, with right hand side in Lebesgue spaces, under mixed Dirichlet-
oblique derivative boundary conditions, where the oblique vector is required to
remain uniformly transverse, and the estimates depend only on the transversality
constant, but not on the regularity of the oblique vector. © 2001 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the study initiated in [Nl] and [N2] (see also
[L]) of the oblique derivative problem. Thus, we are given a C2 domain
W ı Rn and a vector field v(x), x ¥ “W, with v ¥ C.(“W) and
0 < n [ Ov(x), n(x)P [ n−1,
where n(x) is the inward pointing unit normal, and we are interested in the
a priori estimate
||u||Ca(W¯) [ C 3>“u“v>Lq(“W)+||Du||Lp(W)+||u||L1(W) 4 ,(1.1)
where a, q, p and C depend only on n and n and not on the smoothness of
v. (We are also interested in the analogue to (1.1) where D is replaced by a
general second order non-divergence form operator with bounded measur-
able coefficients.) The interest in estimates like (1.1) comes from the point
of view of further investigations into non-linear boundary value problems,
in which the direction of the vector field v depends in some manner on the
solution u. In order to establish estimates like (1.1), the main building
block is the study of the following mixed Dirichlet-oblique derivative
problem: ˛Du=f in B+1“u
“v
:
I1
=g
u|S+1 — 0,
(OD)
where B+1 is the unit ball intersected with the half plane xn > 0, I1 the unit
ball intersected with xn=0, and S
+
1 the unit sphere intersected with the half-
plane xn > 0. In [Nl] and [N2] (see also [L]), it is shown that, if u is the
solution of (OD), then we have
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C{||g||L.(I1)+||f||Ln(B+1 )},(1.2)
with C=C(n, n). This is accomplished by using a variant of the
Alexandrov–Bakelman–Pucci maximum principle ([A], [B] and [P]). (See
also [L].) In this work we establish the analogue of (1.2) with Ln(B+1 )
replaced by Lp(B+1 ), p=n− e, e=e(n, n). This is in the spirit of the work of
Fabes–Stroock [F-S]. We then also show, by example, that, even in the
case when g — 0, given p0 < n, the estimate
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||f||Lp0(B+1 ),(1.3)
with C=C(n, n), fails for solutions of (OD).
We also prove the analogue of (1.1) with q=. and p=n− e, and
similarly generalize in an optimal way some of the results in [L]. Finally,
in the last section of the paper we discuss further results and some open
problems.
2. POSITIVE RESULTS
We start out by setting down some of the notation to be used
throughout.
Let Rn+ be the half-space of points X=(x1, ..., xn) in R
n such that xn > 0,
let Br and Sr be the ball and sphere, respectively, in Rn, with center at the
origin and radius r, and, for Q ¥ Rn, let Br(Q) and Sr(Q) be the corre-
sponding objects with center Q. We denote by B+r , S
+
r , B
+
r (Q) and S
+
r (Q)
the corresponding intersections with Rn+. We will also denote by Ir(Q)
the intersection of Br(Q) with Rn−1={X=(x1, ..., xn) ¥ Rn : xn=0}. We
assume that we are given a vector field v(x), x ¥ Rn−1, such that ||v||. [ n−1
and Ov(x), n(x)P \ n > 0, where n(x)=en=(0, ..., 0, 1) is the inward
pointing unit normal to Rn−1.
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Following [N1] and [N2], we consider the mixed-oblique derivative
problem ˛Du=f in B+1“u
“v=v·Nu|I1 — 0
u|S+1 — 0.
(OD)
Note that standard results ([L-U], [M]) show that, if f ¥ C.0 (B+1 ) and
v ¥ C., then (OD) has a unique solution in C.(B¯+1 ). In [N2], it is shown
that, for that solution, one has
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||f||Ln(B+1 ),(2.1)
where C=C(n, n), and is independent of the smoothness assumptions on f
and v. Our main result is:
Theorem 2.2. There exists e=e(n, n) > 0 such that, for u as above,
we have
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||f||Ln− e(B+1 ),(2.3)
where C=C(n, n, e) > 0.
This result is in the spirit of [F-S], and we have adapted to the present
situation the proof in [F-S]. Note that the examples in Section 3 will show
that the Theorem is sharp.
From now on, we will assume, without loss of generality, that v(x)=en+
;n−1j=1 bj(x) ej, where ||bj ||. [ Cn, ej=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) and the 1 is in the
jth position. We will also have use for the operator “/“vg, where
“
“vg f=
“f
“xn
− C
n−1
j=1
“
“xj
(bj(x) f).
Note that (2.1) and a scaling argument give, for the analogue of (OD) in
the ball B+r (Q), the estimate
||u||L.(B+r (Q)) [ Cr ||f||Ln(B+r (Q)).(2.4)
By the Riesz representation theorem, the solution to (OD) is given by
u(X)=F
B+1
Gv(X, Y) f(Y) dY.
The estimate (2.1) is equivalent to
sup
X ¥ B+1
||Gv(X, −)||Ln/(n−1)(B+1 ) [ C,(2.5)
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while, if Gv, r is the corresponding object in the ball B
+
r (Q), (2.4) is
equivalent to
sup
x ¥ B+r
||Gv, r(X, −)||Ln/(n−1)(B+r ) [ Cr.(2.6)
The function Gv(X, Y) satisfies˛DXGv(X, Y)=−dY(X) in B+1“
“v Gv(−, Y)|I1 — 0
Gv(−, Y)|S+1 — 0
(2.7)
and ˛DYGv(X, Y)=−dX(Y) in B+1“
“vg Gv(X, −)|I1 — 0
Gv(X, −)|S+1 — 0.
(2.8)
(2.7) and (2.8) are explained by the following ‘‘Green-type identity’’: if u
and w are sufficiently smooth functions on B+1 such that either u or w
vanishes on S¯+1 5 I¯1, then
F
B+1
u Dw−F
B+1
Du ·w=F
S+1
u
“w
“n −FS+1
w
“u
“n+FI1 w
“u
“v−FI1 u
“w
“vg ,(2.9)
where ““n denotes differentiation with respect to the outward unit normal
and ““v and
“
“v* are defined above. (2.9) follows from a simple application of
Green’s formula and integration by parts on I1.
In order to prove Theorem 2.2, a sequence of Lemmas is needed.
Lemma 2.10. Let w \ 0 and Dw=0 in B+1 . Let S={(xŒ, xn): |xŒ| < 1/2,
0 < xn < 1/4} and let Q=B1/8(0, 3/4). Then
F
S
w [ C F
Q
w,
where C=C(n).
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Proof. Let Sd={(xŒ, xn): |xŒ| < 1/2, 0 < xn < d}. By Harnack’s principle,
it suffices to show the inequality with S replaced by Sd, d=d(n). Let W be a
smooth domain, W ı B+1 , W¯ ıı B1, Q ıı W, S ı W. Let now a solve:
3Da=qQ in W
a|“W — 0.
Clearly a [ 0 in W and a vanishes on “W with a Lipschitz rate, and the
Hopf maximum principle ensures that | “a“n | \ C on “W. Moreover, a is
smooth near “W. Let h=a2. We claim that |Dh| [ C in W, that Dh \ c > 0
in a d-neighborhood of “W for d small enough and that h|“W — 0 and
Dh|“W — 0. The last two assertions are obvious. Dh=2aqQ+2 |Na|2, a is
bounded and Na is bounded, by standard estimates on the Green’s function
for W, and hence |Dh| [ C. To check that Dh \ c > 0 near “W, it suffices to
check that |Na|2 \ c near “W, which follows from Hopf’s lemma and
regularity of Na up to “W. Now, choose d so small that SdWd is a
d-neighborhood of “W, then
F
Wd
w Dh=−F
W0Wd
w Dh,
but then
c F
Wd
w [ C F
W0Wd
w [ C F
Q
w,
where the last inequality follows from Harnack’s inequality. L
Lemma 2.11. Let w \ 0 and Dw [ 0 in B+2r. Then
F
Ir
w [
C
r
F
B+2r
w,
where C=C(n).
Proof. Let
hr(xŒ, xn)=xnhr(xŒ) kr(xn),
where 0 [ kr ¥ C.0 ,
kr(xn)=˛1 0 [ xn [ r/20 xn \ r,
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0 [ hr ¥ C.0 , hr=1 on |xŒ| < r and supp hr ı {|xŒ| < 3r/2}. Note that
(“/“xn) hr(xŒ, xn)|xn=0=hr(xŒ), and that, if Q+3r/2={(xŒ, xn): |xŒ| < 3r/2,
0 < xn < 3r/2}, then hr=0 on I3r/2, “hr/“n=0 on “Q+3r/2 0I3r/2, and hr=0
on “Q+3r/2 0 I¯3r/2. Moreover,
Dhr(xŒ, xn)=xnkr(xn) DxŒhr(xŒ)+hr(xŒ){xn“2xnkr(xn)+2“xnkr(xn)},
and hence |Dhr | [ C/r in Q+3r/2. Applying Green’s identity on Q+3r/2 we have
F
Ir
w [ F
I3r/2
whr(xŒ)=F
I3r/2
w
“hr
“n [ −FQ+3r/2
w Dhr,
since Dw [ 0 in Q+3r/2 and hr \ 0, and the lemma follows. L
Lemma 2.12. For functions u, Y the following identity holds:
2Nu ·Nu Y2=D(u2Y2)−2u Du Y2−u2D(Y2)−8Nu NY Yu.
The proof is immediate.
We are now ready for one of the main results in this section. Before
stating and proving it, we recall a Harnack principle due to Nadirashvili
([N2]).
Lemma 2.13 (Theorem 3 in [N2]). Let u be harmonic in B2r and suffi-
ciently regular in B¯2r such that
“u
“v |I2r — 0 and u \ 0. Then supB¯r u [ C infB¯r u
where C depends only on n and n.
Lemma 2.14. Let w \ 0, Dw=0 in B+1 and “w“v*=0 on I1. Then, for 0 < r <
1/8 and Q ¥ I1/2, we have
1 1
rn
F
B+r (Q)
wn/(n−1)2 (n−1)/n [ C 1
rn
F
B+r (Q)
w,
where C=C(n, n).
Proof. Let 0 [ f ¥ C.0 (B+1 ) and ||f||Ln(B+r (Q))=1. Let u solve the (OD)
problem
˛Du=fqB+r (Q) in B+2r(Q)“u
“v=0 on I2r(Q)
u=0 on S+2r(Q).
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By (2.4), ||u||L.(B+2r(Q)) [ Cr. We now calculate >B+r (Q) wf=>B+2r(Q) w Du=>B+2r(Q) w Du ·j, where 0 [ j [ 1, j ¥ C.0 (B3r/2(Q)) and j=1 on Br(Q).
Du ·j=D(uj)−u Dj−2Nu ·Nj, and
F
B+2r(Q)
w D(uj)=F
I2r(Q)
uj
“w
“vg−FI2r(Q) w
“
“v (uj)=−FI2r(Q) wu
“j
“v
by (2.9), where we have used that “w“v*=0 and
“u
“v=0 on I2r(Q). Since
|Nj| [ Cr , we have
:F
I2r(Q)
wu
“j
“v
: [ C F
I2r(Q)
w [
C
r
F
B+5r/2(Q)
w
byLemma 2.11. But Lemma 2.10 andHarnack’s principle show that >B+5r/2(Q) w[
C >B+r (Q) w. Thus |>B+2r(Q) w D(uj)| [ Cr >B+r (Q) w. Next,
:F
B+2r(Q)
wu Dj : [ C
r2
r F
B+2r(Q)
w [
C
r
F
B+r (Q)
w,
and we turn to the final term, |2 >B+2r(Q) w Nu ·Nj|=|2 >B+2r(Q) w Nu ·Nj ·Y|,
where Y=1 on supp j and supp Y ıı B2r(Q). By Cauchy–Schwarz, this
is bounded by 2(>B+2r(Q) wY2 |Nu|2)1/2 · (>B+2r(Q) w |Nj|2)1/2. The second factor
is bounded by C(1/r2 >B+r (Q) w)1/2. To estimate the first factor we use
Lemma 2.12. Then
2 F
B+2r(Q)
wY2 |Nu|2=F
B+2r(Q)
w D(u2Y2)−2 F
B+2r(Q)
wufqB+r (Q)Y
2
−F
B+2r(Q)
wu2 DY2−8 F
B+2r(Q)
wuY Nu ·NY
=I+II+III+IV.
To estimate I, we use (2.9) once more to obtain >B+2r(Q) w D(u2Y2)=
2 >I2r(Q) wu2Y “Y“v , so that |I| [ Cr >I2r(Q) w [ C >B+r (Q) w by Lemmas 2.10 and
2.11 and by Harnack. |II| [ Cr >B+r (Q) wf and |III| [C >B+2r(Q) w [
C >B+r (Q) w, by 2.11 and Harnack.
|IV| [ 8 1F
B+2r(Q)
|Nu|2 Y2w21/2 ·1F
B+2r(Q)
|NY|2 u2w21/2
[ 12 F
B+2r(Q)
|Nu|2 Y2w+C F
B+2r(Q)
|NY|2 u2w
[ 12 F
B+2r(Q)
|Nu|2 Y2w+C F
B+r (Q)
w.
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Gathering things, we see that >B+2r(Q) wY2 |Nu|2 [ C >B+r (Q) w+Cr >B+r (Q) wf,
and so
F
B+r (Q)
wf [
C
r
F
B+r (Q)
w+C 1F
B+r (Q)
w+r F
B+r (Q)
wf21/2 ·1 1
r2
F
B+r (Q)
w21/2
[
C
r
F
B+r (Q)
w+Cr1/2 ·1F
B+r (Q)
wf21/2 1 1
r2
F
B+r (Q)
w21/2
[
C
r
F
B+r (Q)
w+
1
2
F
B+r (Q)
wf+Cr
1
r2
F
B+r (Q)
w,
or >B+r (Q) wf [ Cr >B+r (Q) w, which gives the desired inequality. L
Lemma 2.15. Let w be as in 2.14, Q ¥ B+1/4 and 0 < r < 1/16. Then
1 1
rn
F
Br(Q) 5 B+1
wn/(n−1)2 (n−1)/n [ C 1
rn
F
Br(Q) 5 B+1
w,
where C=C(n, n).
Proof. If B2r(Q) ı B+1 , the inequality follows from Harnack’s principle.
If not, then there exists P ¥ I1/2 so that P ¥ B2r(Q) 5 B+1 . Moreover,
Br(Q) 5 B+1 ı B+4r(P). Thus, by 2.14, we have
1 1
rn
F
Br(Q) 5 B+r
wn/(n−1)2 (n−1)/n [ 1 1
rn
F
B+4r (P)
wn/(n−1)2 (n−1)/n
[
C
rn
F
B+4r (P)
w [
C
rn
F
Br(Q) 5 B+1
w
by Lemma 2.10 and Harnack’s principle. L
Corollary 2.16. Let w be as in 2.14. Then there exists p=p(n, n) >
n/(n−1) such that
1F
B+1/8
wp21/p [ C F
B+1/8
w,
where C=C(n, n) > 0.
Proof. Note that, for Q ¥ B+1/4 and 0 < r < 1/16, we have |Br(Q)5 B+1 |4
rn. The corollary follows from the theory of weights (see [G], [C-F],
[Mu], [GC-RdF], [S]). L
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We are now ready to extend 2.15 to the case of the Green’s function
Gv(X, Y). We need a preliminary estimate.
Lemma 2.17. Let Gv, r be the Green’s function for B
+
3r. Then, for X ¥ B+2r,
we have
1
rn
F
B+r
Gv, r(X, Y) dY 4 r2−n,
where the comparability constants depend only on n and n and not on X.
Proof. A scaling argument shows that we can assume, without loss of
generality, that r=1. (2.5) implies that >B+1 Gv, 1(X, Y) dY [ C, and so we
only need to establish the lower bound. Let u(X)=>B+1 Gv, 1(X, Y) dY, so
that Du=−qB+1 ,
“u
“v |I3 — 0, u|S+3 — 0, and u \ 0. Let now Q ı B
+
1 be a small
ball and let B+1 ı W ı B+2 be a smooth domain. Let h solve
˛Dh=−qQ in W
h|“W — 0
and let b=eh2, where e is to be chosen. Consider w=u−b in W. We have
Dw=−qB+1 −2eh Dh−2e |Nh|
2=−qB+1 +2ehqQ−2e |Nh|
2 [ 0
if e is small enough. On “W 5 Rn−1, “w“v=0, while, elsewhere on “W, w \ 0.
The maximum principle shows that u \ b in W. This, combined with (2.13)
and standard lower bounds for h, shows that u(X) \ C for X ¥ B+2 0B+3/2.
Finally, consider a(X)=u(X)−m(xn+1) in B+2 . Da=−qB+1 [ 0. On S
+
2 ,
a > 0 for m small enough. On I2, “a“v=−m < 0, and, since a satisfies the
minimum principle, a > 0 everywhere in B+2 , giving the desired estimate. L
Lemma 2.18. Let Q, r be as in 2.15. Then, for all X ¥ B+1 , we have
1 1
rn
F
Br(Q) 5 B+1
Gv(X, Y)n/(n−1) dY2 (n−1)/n [ C 1rn FBr(Q) 5 B+1 Gv(X, Y) dY,
where C=C(n, n).
Proof. Consider first the case when Q ¥ I1/2 and r < 1/8. If X ¨ B+2r(Q),
the estimate follows from (the proof of) 2.14. If X ¥ B+2r(Q), consider
Gv, r(X, Y), the Green’s function for B
+
3r(Q). The maximum principle shows
that Gv(X, Y) \ Gv, r(X, Y) for X, Y ¥ B+3r(Q). Also, w(Y)=Gv(X, Y)−
Gv, r(X, Y) is harmonic in B
+
3r(Q), w(Y) \ 0 and “w“v* |I3r(Q) — 0. Hence, by 2.14,
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1 1
rn
F
B+r (Q)
Gv(X, Y)n/(n−1) dY2 (n−1)/n
[ 1 1
rn
F
B+r (Q)
w(Y)n/(n−1) dY2 (n−1)/n
+1 1
rn
F
B+r (Q)
Gv, r(X, Y)n/(n−1) dY2 (n−1)/n
[ 1C
rn
F
B+r (Q)
w(Y) dY2+1 1
rn
F
B+r (Q)
Gv, r(X, Y)n/(n−1) dY2 (n−1)/n
[
C
rn
F
B+r (Q)
w(Y) dY+
C
rn−2
(by (2.6))
[
C
rn
F
B+r (Q)
w(Y) dY+
C
rn
F
B+r (Q)
Gv, r(X, Y) dY (by (2.17))
[
C
rn
F
B+r (Q)
Gv(X, Y) dY
as desired.
Next, arguing as in 2.15 and noting, using the weak Harnack inequality
for non-negative super-solutions (see, for instance, Theorem 8.18 in
[Gi-Tr]), that the proof of 2.10 extends to non-negative super-solutions,
we see that we only need to consider the case when B2r(Q) ı B+1 . If
X ¨ B3r/2(Q), then Harnack’s inequality yields the result. If X ¥ B3r/2(Q), let
Gr(X, Y) be the Green’s function for the Dirichlet problem in B2r(Q). The
maximum principle shows that Gv(X, Y) \ Gr(X, Y) for X, Y ¥ B2r(Q). Let
w(Y)=Gv(X, Y)−Gr(X, Y) and apply Harnack’s principle to w to obtain
that (1/rn >Br(Q) wn/(n−1)) (n−1)/n [ C/rn >Br(Q) w. Since, for Y ¥ Br(Q) and
X ¥ B3r/2(Q), Gr(X, Y) 4 1/|X−Y|n−2, this case also follows, and the
lemma is proven. L
Corollary 2.19. There exists p=p(n, n) > n/(n−1) such that, for all
X ¥ B+1 , we have
1F
B+1/8
Gv(X, Y)p dY21/p [ C 1F
B+1/8
Gv(X, Y) dY2 ,
where C=C(n, n).
Proof. As in 2.16, this follows from 2.18 by the theory of weights. L
Proof (of Theorem 2.2). It suffices to show that there exists p=p(n, n) >
n/(n−1) such that, for all X ¥ B+1 , we have (>B+1 Gv(X, Y)p dY)1/p [ C.
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Now, for X, Y ¥ B+1 , the maximum principle shows that Gv(X, Y) [
Gv, 8(X, Y), and 2.19 shows that
1F
B+1
Gv, 8(X, Y)p dY21/p [ C 1F
B+1
Gv, 8(X, Y) dY2 [ C
by (2.5). The theorem follows. L
Remark 2.20. LetL=; i, j aij(X) “2xi xj , where l−1 |t|2 [; i, j aij(X) titj [
l |t|2 and aij ¥ C.(Rn), and let L=L+;ni=1 bi(X) “xi+c(X), where
bi ¥ L., c ¥ L. and c [ 0. Then the analogue of Theorem 2.2 is valid for
solutions of
˛Lu=f in B+1“u
“v=v·Nu|I1 — 0
u|S+1 — 0,
(OD)
with C=C(l, n, n) and e=e(l, n, n). This is because the results in [N2]
are valid in this setting, and the proof of 2.2 presented here can be easily
modified to cover this situation in the spirit of [F-S] (using, for instance,
the results described in [K]). If we merely assume that v and the aij are
continuous, the resulting statement holds for W2, q solutions of (OD), q > n,
with the same dependence on the constants.
Next, we turn to a consequence of Theorem 2.2 (or, more precisely, of
Remark 2.20).
Theorem 2.21. Let W ı Rn be a bounded domain with C2 boundary. Let
L=C aij(X) “2xi xj+C bi(X) “xi+c(X),
where l−1 |t|2 [; aij(X) titj [ l |t|2, |aij |+|bi |+|c| [M, c [ 0 and the aij
are continuous in Rn. Let v be a continuous vector field, defined on “W, such
that ||v||. [ n−1 and Ov(x), n(x)P \ n > 0. Then, if u ¥ C2(W¯), we have
||u||Ca(W¯) [ C 3>“u“v>L.(“W)+||Lu||Lp(W)+||u||L1(W) 4 ,
where a > 0, C > 0 and p < n depend only on n, n, l, M and W.
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Proof. Consider the problem
˛Lu1=0 in B+1u1 |S+1 =f
“u1
“v
:
I1
— 0.
(OD)1
This problem has a unique solution u1 ¥W2, q(B+1 ) 5 C(B¯+1 ), q <. (see
[M]), since the coefficients of the principal part of L, and the vector field
v are continuous. The maximum principle shows that ||u1 ||L.(B+1 ) [ ||f||L.(S+1 ).
Using now Theorem 3 in [N2], we easily obtain the bound
||u1 ||Ca(B¯+1/2) [ C ||f||L.(S+1 ),(2.22)
where the constants a, C > 0 depend only on n, l, M and n. Let now
u ¥ C2(B¯+1 ) and let f=u|S+1 and g=
“u
“v |S+1 . Let u2 solve the problem˛Lu2=0 in B+1u2 |S+1 — 0
“u2
“v
:
I1
=g.
(OD)2
Again [M] furnishes a unique solution for (OD)2 and a simple maximum
principle argument shows that ||u2 ||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||g||L.(I1). An examination of
the proof of Theorem 2 in [N2] now gives
||u2 ||Ca(B¯+1/2) [ C ||g||L.(I1).(2.23)
Finally, let u3 solve the problem˛Lu3=Lu in B+1u3 |S+1 — 0
“u3
“v
:
I1
— 0.
(OD)3
[M] furnishes a unique solution for (OD)3 and Theorem 1 in [N2] shows
that ||u3 ||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||Lu||Ln(B+1 ), while an examination of the proof of
Theorem 2 in [N2] gives ||u3 ||Ca(B¯+1/2) [ C ||Lu||Ln(B+1 ). Interpolating this
estimate with the estimate given in 2.20, we obtain, for 0 < aŒ < a and
p < q < n, that
||u3 ||CaŒ(B¯+1/2) [ C ||Lu||Lq(B+1 ).(2.24)
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Combining the estimates (and renaming q, aŒ), we obtain
||u||Ca(B¯+1/2) [ C 3>“u“v>L.(I1)+||Lu||Lp(B+1 )+||u||L.(S+1 ) 4(2.25)
for any u ¥ C2(B¯+1 ).
Finally, for any X0 ¥ “W, we can flatten the boundary in a neighborhood
of X0 by a C2 diffeomorphism and then apply (2.25) to each restriction of
u. We thus obtain
||u||Ca(W¯) [ C 3>“u“v>L.(“W)+||Lu||Lp(W)+||u||L.(W) 4 ,(2.26)
and the desired inequality follows from this by using a well-known
interpolation inequality. L
Remark 2.27. The corresponding result to (2.21), with p=n, is the
main result in [N2].
Remark 2.28. In [L], it is shown that, if W is of class C2 (say) and
u ¥ C2(W¯), then, with L and v as in Theorem 2.21, we have the inequalities
||u||L.(W) [ C 3>“u“v− cu>L.(“W)+||Lu||Ln(W) 4(2.29)
and
||u||Ca(W¯) [ C 3>“u“v− cu>L.(“W)+||Lu||Ln(W) 4 ,(2.30)
where c ¥ L.(“W), ||c||. [M, c \ c0 > 0 and C=C(l, n, n, c0, M, W). The
techniques used in the proof of Theorem 2.2, Remark 2.20 and inequality
(2.26), together with the local Harnack estimates in [L], yield
||u||L.(W) [ C 3>“u“v− cu>L.(“W)+||Lu||Lp(W) 4(2.31)
and
||u||Ca(W¯) [ C 3>“u“v− cu>L.(“W)+||Lu||Lq(W) 4 ,(2.32)
where C=C(l, n, n, c0, M, W), a=a(l, n, n, M, W), p=n− e, q=n− eŒ,
e=e(l, n, n, M, c0, W) and eŒ=eŒ(l, n, n, M, c0, W).
Remark 2.33. In the next section we will show the sharpness of
Theorem 2.2 and estimates (2.31) and (2.32), even for L=D.
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3. NEGATIVE RESULTS
Our first negative result pertains to solutions of (OD), in regards to
estimate (2.3).
Theorem 3.1. Given p0 < n, the estimate
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||f||Lp0(B+1 ),(3.2)
with f, v ¥ C. and C=C(n, n, p0), cannot hold for u a solution of (OD).
Remark 3.3. It is enough to show 3.1 for n/2 < p0 < n, since it is well-
known that, for p0 [ n/2 and v=en, (3.2) fails.
Lemma 3.4. For (x, y) ¥ Rn+, x ¥ Rn−1, y > 0 and 0 < a < 1, consider
ua(x, y)=C(n) F
y
(|x−z|2+y2)n/2
|z|a dz,
the harmonic function whose boundary values are |x|a. Then:
(i) |ua(x, y)| [ Ca(|x|+y)a.
(ii) ua ¥ C.(Rb n+0{(0, 0)}).
(iii) If wa(x, y)=
“
“yua(x, y), then wa(x) :=wa(x, 0), x ] 0, is radially
symmetric.
(iv) wa(x) is positively homogeneous of degree a−1.
(v) wa(x)=Ca |x|a−1, Ca > 0, for x ] 0.
(vi) Nxua(x, 0)=a(x/|x|2−a) for x ] 0.
Proof. (i) and (ii) are standard, while (vi) is a simple calculation. To
establish (iii), let jR ¥ C.0 (Rn−1) be radially symmetric and satisfy
jR(z)ŁRQ. |z|
a and jR(z) [ C(|z|a+1) uniformly in R. Then, if
uR, a(x, y)=C(n) F
y
(|z−x|2+y2)n/2
jR(z) dz,
then we have that uR, a(x, y)ŁRQ. ua(x, y) uniformly on compact subsets
of Rb n+0{(0, 0)}, together with all derivatives. wR, a(x)= ““yuR, a(x, 0),
however, is radially symmetric (using, for instance, a Fourier transform
calculation), and hence wa(x) is radially symmetric. To establish (iv),
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consider, for l > 0, the functions u1(x, y)=ua(lx, ly) and u2(x, y)=
laua(x, y), both of which are harmonic in R
n
+
F
|x| < 1
|wR, a(x)|p dx [ C,(3.5)
with C independent of R. In fact, jR(z) can be chosen so that |NzjR(z)| [
C |z|a−1, C independent of R, and hence the tangential derivatives of
uR, a(x, 0) satisfy the desired estimate for p as above and |x| < 2. The
normal derivative ““yuR, a(x, 0), however, then satisfies the same bound in
|x| < 1. We next claim that, if 1 < q and q(1−a) > n−1, then
F
|x| > 2
|wR, a(x)|q dx [ C,(3.6)
with C independent of R. This also follows from the above bound on
|NzjR(z)|, and hence on the tangential derivatives of uR, a(x, 0): write
jR(z)=j
1
R(z)+j
2
R(z), where supp j
1
R ı {|z| < 3/2}, supp j2R ı {|z| > 1}
and |Nzj
i
R(z)| [ C/|z|1−a. Then uR, a(x, y)=u1R, a(x, y)+u2R, a(x, y). The
boundedness of the Riesz transform yields
F : ““y u2R, a(x, 0) :q dx [ C.
For u1, note that | ““yu
1
R, a(x, 0)| [ C > |z| < 3/2 |j1R(z)| dz · 1/|x|n for |x| > 2, and
(3.6) follows. Fix, then, (x0, y0) ¥ Rn+ and 0 [ h ¥ C.0 (Rn) with h supported
near (x0, y0). Then
F wa(x, y) h(x, y) dx dy= lim
RQ.
F wR, a(x, y) h(x, y) d!x dy.
Let now h solve
Dh(x, y)=h(x, y) in Rn+h|y=0 — 0.
Note that h [ 0, “h“y |y=0 [ 0 and h ¥ C
.(Rb n+). Let now e > 0 be given.
Choose first d so small that |> |x| < d wR, a(x, 0) “h“y (x, 0) dx| [ e uniformly in
R. This is possible because of (3.5). Now, for N large,
F wR, a(x, y) h(x, t) dx dy=F
B+N
wR, a(x, y) Dh(x, y) dx dy
=F
“B+N
wR, a
“h
“n ds−F“B+N
“wR, a
“n h ds
=F
S+N
wR, a
“h
“n ds−FS+N
“wR, a
“n h ds−FIN wR, a
“h
“y dx.
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Next, note that |“h“y(x, 0)| [ C/|x|
n−1 for x large, so that, by (3.6), there
exists N1 > 0 such that |> |x| > N1 wR, a “h“y dx| [ e uniformly in R. Thus
−F
|x| < N1
wR, a
“h
“y dx [ −Fd < |x| < N1 wR, a
“h
“y dx+2e.
Next, on S+N, |
“h
“n(x, y)| [ C/(|x|+|y|)
n−1, and, if N> 4R, then |wR, a(x, y)| [
C/(|x|+|y|)n, so that
:F
S+N
wR, a
“h
“n ds
: [ CNn−1
Nn ·Nn−1
ŁNQ. 0.
Similarly, |h(x, y)| [ C/(|x|+|y|)n−2 and |NwR, a(x, y)| [ C/(|x|+|y|)n+1,
and so
:F
S+N
“wR, a
“n h ds
: [ CNn−1
Nn−2 ·Nn+1
ŁNQ. 0.
All in all,
F wR, a(x, y) h(x, y) dx dy [ −F
d < |x| < N1
wR, a(x, 0)
“h
“y (x, 0) dx+2e,
but, on d < |x| < N1, wR, a(x, 0)Q wa(x, 0)=Ca/|x|1−a uniformly and
“h
“y(x, 0) [ 0. Hence, if Ca [ 0, then wa(x, y) [ 0. On the other hand,
wa(x, y)=
“
“yua(x, y) and ua(0, 0)=0, so that ua(0, y) [ 0, a contradiction.
This establishes (v). L
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Define a vector field
va(x)=(−Ca/a ·
x
|x| , 1) for x ¥ R
n−1, x ] 0. Clearly, if en=(0, ..., 0, 1), then
Ova(x), enP=1 and ||va ||L. [ Ca. Moreover, in light of (v) and (vi) in 3.4, we
have, for x ] 0,
Ova(x), Nua(x, 0)P=0.(3.7)
Fix now d > 0, and let hd ¥ C.0 (Rn−1) satisfy hd(x)=1 for |x| < d/2,
supp hd ı {|x| < d} and 0 [ hd [ 1. Then we define va, d(x)=hd(x) en+
(1−hd(x)) va(x). Then Ova, d(x), enP=1, ||va, d ||L. [ Ca uniformly in d and
va, d ¥ C.(Rn−1). Fix now n/2 < p0 < n and choose 0 < a < 1 so that
a > 2−n/p0.(3.8)
We now claim that the estimate
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C ||f||Lp0(B+1 ),(3.9)
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where ˛Du=f in B+1“u
“va, d
=0 on I1
u|S+1 — 0
(ODP)
cannot hold with C independent of d. This clearly implies Theorem 3.1.
Let gd(x)=va, d(x) ·Nua(x, y)|y=0. Then
gd(x)=˛0 |x| < d
hd(x)
Ca
|x|1−a
0 < |x| < d, Ca > 0.
(3.10)
Let wd be the solution (see [M] for the existence of wd) of˛Dwd=0 in B+1wd |S+1 =ua |S+1
“wd
“va, d
=0 on I1.
Since ua \ 0, the maximum principle gives that wd > 0 in B+1 . Moreover,
ua [Ma in B¯+1 , and so the maximum principle also gives that wd [Ma in
B¯+1 . By the Hölder continuity of ua, and hence of wd, near (0, 1), the fact
that wd(0, 1)=ua(0, 1) > Ca and Harnack’s inequality, we see that
wd(0, 1/2) \ Ca > 0,(3.11)
where Ca depends only on n and a and not on d. We next use Lemma 2.13
to conclude that
wd(0, 0) \ C˜a > 0,(3.12)
where C˜a depends only on n and a and not on d. Let hd=wd−ua on B
+
1 .
Then
(i) hd(0, 0) \ C˜a > 0
(ii) ˛Dhd=0 in B+1“hd“va, d=−gd on I1
hd |S+1 — 0 in B
+
1
(iii) hd \ 0.
(3.13)
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In fact, since ua(0, 0)=0, (i) follows from (3.12), while (ii) follows by
construction. Finally, since gd(x) \ 0, (iii) follows from the maximum
principle. (In fact, since gd(x) is not bounded, this is not immediate, but,
since gd ¥ Lp(Rn−1), p > n−1, approximating gd and using the smoothness
of va, d, the claim follows.) We are now going to construct f=fd which will
make (3.9) fail.
Let dj=2−jd, j=1, 2, ..., and fj=−(1/d
2−a
j ) qBdj , where Bdj is the ball
centered at (0, dj) of radius dj/100. Finally, let fd=;.j=1 fj, and let ud
solve (ODP) with f=fd. Since the balls Bdj are disjoint,
||fd ||pp0=1 C.
j=1
1
d (2−a) p0j
1 dj
100
2n21/p0(3.14)
=
1
100n/p0
1 C.
j=1
1
(2−jd) (2−a) p0
· (2−jd)n21/p0
=
1
100n/p0
·
dn/p0
d2−a
·Ca,
since the series ;.j=1 1/2−j(2−a) p0 · 2−jn is convergent, because (2−a) p0−n
< 0. Also, since n/p0−(2−a) > 0, the power of d is positive and hence
||fd ||Lp0ŁdQ 0 0.(3.15)
Let u1, d solve the Dirichlet problem
˛Du1, d=fd in B+1
u1, d |“B+1 — 0.
(DP)
Since fd [ 0, u1, d \ 0 and ||fd ||Lp0ŁdQ 0 0, we have (since p0 > n/2)
||u1, d ||L.(B+1 )ŁdQ 0 0.(3.16)
Let ud=u1, d+u2, d, so that ˛Du2, d=0 in B+1u2, d |S+1 — 0
“u2, d
“va, d
=−
“u1, d
“va, d
:
I1
.
(3.17)
Since u1, d |I1 — 0, all the tangential derivatives are 0, and hence
“u1, d
“va, d
:
I1
=
“u1, d
“y
:
I1
.(3.18)
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We next claim that
Cahd [ u2, d in B+1 , with Ca > 0 independent of d.(3.19)
If (3.19) holds, then
ud(0, 0)=u1, d(0, 0)+u2, d(0, 0) \ u2, d(0, 0) \ Cahd(0, 0) \ C˜˜a > 0
for some C˜˜a independent of d, by (3.13)(i), and hence, in view of (3.15),
(3.9) cannot hold with C independent of d. It remains to show (3.19). Let
us fix a large N and consider hd, N, u
N
1, d and u
N
2, d as given by˛Dhd, N=0 in B+1hd, N=0 on S+1
“hd, N
“va, d
=−gd, N on I1,
where gd, N(x)={
Cahd(x)/|x|
1−a
0
for |x| \ 2−Nd/2
for |x| < 2−Nd/2,˛DuN2, d=0 in B+1uN2, d |S+1 — 0
“uN2, d
“va, d
=−C
N
j=1
“
“y u1, j, d on I1,
where
˛Du1, j, d=−fj on B+1
u1, j, d |“B+1 — 0,
and uN1, d=;Nj=1 u1, j, d.
Since va, d is smooth and gd, NŁNQ. gd in L
p(Rn−1), p > n−1, hd, N Q hd
uniformly in B¯+1 . Likewise, u
N
2, d Q u2, d uniformly in B¯
+
1 , and hence, to
prove (3.19), it suffices to show
Cahd, N [ uN2, d,(3.20)
with Ca independent of d and N.
In checking (3.20), a use of the maximum principle reduces matters to
checking that
Ca gd, N(x)− C
N
j=1
“
“y u1, j, d(x) [ 0 on I1,(3.21)
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or that ;Nj=1 ““yu1, j, d(x) \ Ca gd, N(x). Recall that the Hopf maximum prin-
ciple shows that ““yu1, j, d(x) > 0 on I1. Moreover, standard estimates for the
Dirichlet problem show that
u1, j, d(Ad, j)
dj
4
u1, j, d(x, y)
y
(3.22)
for 0 < y < dj/4 and |x| < dj, with Ad, j=(0, dj/4) and comparability
constants that depend on n but not on d or j. As a consequence of (3.22),
the definition of u1, j, d and standard properties of the Green’s function for
the Dirichlet problem, we obtain
“
“y u1, j, d(x, 0) 4
1
2−jd
·
1
(2−jd)2−a
· (2−jd)2(3.23)
=
1
(2−jd)1−a
for |x| < dj.
From (3.23), it follows that, for dj/2 < |x| < dj, we have
“
“yu1, j, d(x, 0) \
Ca(1/|x|1−a), which, combined with the non-negativity of
“
“yu1, j, d(x, 0),
gives the estimate (3.21), and hence the proof of Theorem 3.1. L
We will now show that (2.26) and (2.27) are sharp, even for L=D.
Theorem 3.24. Given p0 < n, the estimate
||u||L.(W) [ C 3>“u“v−u>L.(“W)+−||Du||Lp0(W) 4 ,(3.25)
where W is a smooth domain and v a C. vector field such that ||v||. [ n−1 and
Ov(x), n(x)P \ n > 0, where n(x) is the inward pointing unit normal to “W,
and C depends only on n, W, n and p0, cannot hold.
Proof. Again, it is enough to show 3.24 for n/2 < p0 < n. Given such a
p0, we choose the number 0 < a < 1 such that (3.8) holds and the vector
field va, d(x) as in (3.7). Finally, let W ı B+1 be a smooth domain with
I3/4 ı “W 5 I1 and Bdj ıı W, where Bdj is, for j=1, 2, ..., the ball intro-
duced before (3.14). Moreover, choose v a smooth vector field transverse to
“W, with transversality constants uniformly bounded and depending only
on a, so that v|I3/4=va, d |I3, 4 , Ov, nP — 1 and the bounds for the derivatives of
v on “W0I3/4 are independent of d. Let now w be the solution to˛Dw=0 in W“w
“v −w=
˛“ua“v −ua
−ua
on “W0I3/4
on I3/4.
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The existence of w is guaranteed by the results in [M]. Finally, let
h=w−ua, so that h solves
˛Dh=0 in W“h
“v−h=
˛0
−gd
on “W0I3/4
on I3/4.
Note that the maximum principle shows that h \ 0 in W, so that w \ ua \ 0
in W, and hence w \ Ca > 0 on “W0I3/4. Next, consider the auxiliary
function w˜ which solves
˛Dw˜=0 in Ww˜|“W0I3/4=w|“W0I3/4
“w˜
“v −w˜|I3/4 — 0.
The existence of w˜ is guaranteed by results in [M]. The maximum principle
and the fact that ua \ 0 give that w \ w˜ \ 0 in W. Next, note that the
analogue of Lemma 2.13 holds for the boundary condition “w˜“v−w˜=0. (To
see this, for instance, add a dummy variable t and consider the new func-
tion w˜(x, y) e−t and the new operator Dxyt−1, for which Theorem 3 in
[N2] applies.) Thus, since w˜|“W0I3/4 \ Ca \ 0, the argument giving (3.12)
now gives w˜(0, 0) \ C˜a > 0 and hence h(0, 0) \ C˜a > 0. Next, with fd as in
(3.14) and f=fd, let u solve
˛Du=f in W“u
“v−u=0 on “W.
The existence of u is guaranteed by [M]. We again write u=u1+u2, where
u1 solves the Dirichlet problem
˛Du1=f in W
u1 |“W — 0.
Once more, u1 \ 0 and ||u1 ||L.(W) [ C ||f||Lp0ŁdQ 0 0. Moreover, u2 solves
˛Du2=0 in W“u2
“v −u2 |“W=−
1“u1
“v −u1
2:
“W
=−
“u1
“v
:
“W
=−
“u1
“n
:
“W
.
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Once more, the Hopf maximum principle gives “u1“n |“W \ 0, and arguments
similar to the ones used to prove (3.21) show that, on I3/4, −Ca gd(x) \
−;.j=1 ““yu1, j(x, 0), which yields “u2/“v−u2 [ Ca( “h“v−h) on “W. Hence, by
the maximum principle, u2 \ Cah, which yields 3.24. L
4. FURTHER RESULTS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
When n=2, it is possible to use ideas from complex analysis and the
theory of weighted norm inequalities for the Hilbert transform [H-M-W]
to obtain refinements of the estimates (2.2) and (2.21) (in the case when
L=D). In fact, if u solves (n=2)
Du=f in B+1
“u
“v=g on I1
u|S+1 — 0,
(ODP)
then (2.2) implies, in view of [N2], that
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C{||g||L.(I1)+||f||L2− e(B+1 )}.(4.1)
We have shown that there exists q=q(n) <. such that, if u solves (ODP)
when n=2, we have
||u||L.(B+1 ) [ C{||g||Lq(I1)+||f||L2− e(B+1 )}.(4.2)
and hence (when n=2) the following generalization of (2.21) holds,
||u||Ca(W¯) [ C 3>“u“v>Lq(“W)+||Du||L2− e(W)+||u||L1(W) 4 ,(4.3)
where e=e(n) > 0, a=a(n) > 0 and q=q(n) <.. The example of the
function hd in (3.13) shows that the value of q cannot be made precise. It is
a very interesting question to decide whether the analogue of (4.2) is valid
when n > 2. This amounts to establishing that the function Gv(X, −)|I1 is a
weight in Muckenhoupt’s A. class ([C-F], [Mu]). The corresponding
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question in the theory of non-divergence form equations has been settled in
the negative in [M-M-S] for n \ 2. In our case, this fact is true when n=2,
which is not surprising from the point of view of the analogy, since the
resulting ‘‘non-divergence form’’ equation now holds on I1, which is, in this
case, one-dimensional. Of course the equation is ‘‘pseudo-differential’’ and
not differential, and hence matters are considerably more complicated. The
next observation is that the counterexamples in [M-M-S] apply even to
equations with continuous coefficients, while, in our case, when v is con-
tinuous, the analogue of (4.2) certainly holds (for q > n−1). This gives
some hope about the validity of the analogue of (4.2) for n > 2.
Finally, a very interesting question that arises here is that of the unique-
ness of solutions of (ODP) when v is merely bounded and measurable and
Ov(x), n(x)P \ n > 0. Regularizing v and using (4.2) and (4.3), one gets the
existence of a solution, and one would like to know whether this solution is
unique. This is the analogue of the question of the ‘‘uniqueness of good
solutions’’ for non-divergence form elliptic equations, which was settled in
the negative in [N3]. What happens in our situation remains an open
problem.
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